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Why Ecogrid?
R

Preparations

If you choose not to build a base layer for your installation, 
the natural movement of the soil layer can cause unevenness. 

surface, we always advise to follow the manufacturers 
guidelines.

Quick and easy to install (50sqm/person/hour)

Low handling and transportation costs (e30 94 sqm/pallet)

High loading capacity (e50-800t/sqm)

Patented safety locking system

Surface reinforcement with natural drainage

Extremely versatile (sloping and curving elements, markers range)

Minimal maintenance

Weatherproof and environmentally friendly

Non-slip and crackproof

Frost proof and UV stable

Easy to cut with supplied edges available

For determining the volume of screed layer and or sub-base, you
need to follow the following calculation:
10 square metres of 30mm screed 
= 0.55 tonnes of �ne stone
10 square metres of 100mm sub-base
=2.2 tonnes of type 3 reduced �nes

Fill in the ECOGRID BlOXX with supplied inserts

Levelling course

Put on a layer of 2/5 mm chippings (height approx. 2 cm) 

and lev roughly

Drainage layer

Put on broken stone grain size 5/32 mm or similary and

compact (roller or plate vibrator)

Height of broken stone for cars: approx. 25 cm

Height of broken stone for lorries: approx. 45 cm

Natural soil

Create an approx. 1 - 1,5 % gradient in the ground

ECOGRID Bloxx® 

3 cm [1.18 in] compacted 
terial

110g geotextile membrane

20 cm [7.87 in] compacted draining

Base Layer

Draining layer

Substructure 10 [3.93 in] to 40 cm 
[15.74 in] draining gravel (0/80)

Optional open  membrane*

Foundation

Optional open  membrane* (Ecogrid securagrid 20:20 for when ground conditions require(see CBR)

Ecogrid Bloxx installation
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5 cm

90°

If there are kerbstones in-situ, ensure
a gap of 5cm min is left for expansion

The Ecogrid system should be laid
level to surrounding kerbs, edges.

To avoid surface distortion at the 
edges caused by shear forces of
vehicles, the Ecogrid system can be 

As an alternative to J pins, you may
also just press down the rear section 
of the grid

Ecogrid is both swift and easy to lay without the need for specialised machinary. The system is
delivered in palletised form in layers of 12 grids or 1.33 sqm pre-locked together. These layers

in to place with foot pressure.

To lay the grids, start in one corner of a wall or building and work out to the ingress/egress point
or set a string-line to ensure a 90 degree angle to the house or building. NEVER lay from two

Laying

The pre-connected sheets can be taken apart if necessary, place a line of grids, piece of timber 

locking system.

Disconnecting

It is very easy to cut the grids. The ideal method is with an angle grinder which will cut at a walking
pace. A circular saw or jig saw can also be used as can a hand saw although progree would be slow.

Cutting to size

Accessories
Curves: The Ecogrid system can form any curve from shallow to a complete circle with the use of
our unique curving accessory.
Angles: The Ecogrid angle section can take any surfacing from the horitontal to the vertical.

Edges: We have both plastic and Aluminium edges to form raised straight or curved edges.
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Applica on loading CBR strength of sub-grade soil DoT sub-base thickness(mm) 
Fire trucks, coaches and 
occasional HGV access 

>6 
=4<6 
=2<4 
=1<2 

100 
200 
190 
380 

Light vehicle access and 
overspill car parking 

>6 
=4>6 
=2,4 
=1<2 

100 
100 
135 
260 

Field Guidance for es ma ng sub-grade strengths 
Consistency Indicator Strength 

Tac le(feel) Visual(observa on) Mechanical(test) CBR CU SPT % 
KN/sqm 

Very so  Hand sample 
squeezes 
through 
fingers 

Man standing will 
sink>75mm 

<2 <1 <25 

So  Easily 
moulded by 
finger 
pressure 

Man walking sinks 
50-70mm 

2-4 1 2 

Medium Moulded by 
moderate 
finger 
pressure 

Man walking sinks 
25mm 

4-8 1-2 25-40 

Firm Moulded by 
strong finger 
pressure 

U lity truck ruts 
10-25mm 

8-15 2-4 40-75 

S ff Cannot be 
moulded but 
can be 
indented by 
thumb 

Nil 15-30 4-6 75-150 
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If it is likely that heavy goods vehicles will be performing tight turns on an Ecogrid Bloxx 
surface, we would advise ground pins every square metre.

Standard construction techniques with regard to expansion and contraction joints should
always be observed. Ecogrid can expand substantially in hot weather conditions.

Still unsure.....no worries. We have a technical team ready and able to answer any questions that 
you may have. Give us a call 0151 639 4281 or email sales@ecogrid.co.uk

Three di�erent Ecogrid Bloxx housings are available and a minimum of four di�erent concrete 
insett colours with more colours becoming available often.


